My dear sir,

I have just seen Mr. Logan on his way via Boston to Maryland, who says that he did not hear of the paper in the East, but is all surprised on a parth in which we prevail in the East. He went up to

The petecules, Mr. Logan says, are not Pl. Philadelphia, but new to her. If I called it the shell placeau? I meant Pl. petecules for placena is quite another from a flat shell. As you observe what they call are not more than an inch or more than one of those in the towns. I am afraid, as I have before written to you. I am...
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I cannot judge as to the amount of sacrifice about absence for Nova Scotia and entice in the way of loss of time. I mean if you were to come here say for the meeting of the British Association in Glasgow to be held Sept. 12, I am to be there as Vice President. I could introduce you to any one you might like to know. I perhaps you might read some paper. But I fear that the such a meeting or acquaintance made there could influence it.
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